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ABSTRACT 

INTERFEROMETRIC STUDIES OF ULTRASHORT PULSES 

by 

Rajiv R. Shah 

The purpose of this work is to study the evolution of ultra- 

short pulses in mode-locked pulse trains generated by a Nd: glass 

laser (at 1.06 microns) mode locked by a saturable absorber. 

Using an infra-red sensitive image converter camera, streaked 

interference fringes and hence the fringe visibility curves have been 

obtained for the interference of picosecond pulses separated by zero, 

one, two and three cavity transit times. The pulses under observation 

were in the central region of the pulse-trains, typically 100^150 

nanoseconds wide. 

The shape of the fringe visibility curves and the decrease in 

the region of coherence with the increase in the separation in the 

pulse train, of the pulses that overlap to give the interference fringes 

is a good measure of the correlation of the pulses in that region. 

Further information on the type of pulses being investigated 

by the interferometric method was obtained by monitoring the time and 

spectral structure of the pulse trains. This was achieved by using 

two-photon-fluorescence, a 3.6 meter diffraction spectrometer and a 

fast photodiode-oscilloscope combination. 

The main features of the experiment are: 



(1) a 17 meter optical delay path (55 nanoseconds) which 

enabled observation in the central region of the 

pulse train, and 

(2) an experimental set up that allowed the observation of 

(a) streaked interference fringes 

(b) two-photon-fluorescence 

(c) the spectrum 

and (d) the intensity profile 

simultaneously, and for every single shot of the 

laser. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Interest in Ultrashort Pulses 

Ever since the invention of the ruby laser [l], which 

produced laser output in a period of/VlO”^ sec, considerable interest 

and effort has been centered on producing very short optical pulses. 

The first significant step in this direction was the development of 

^g 
the Q-switching technique [2J, which generated pulses of about 10 

sec. duration. Mode-locking the laser has made available pulses of 

subnanosecond and picosecond |_10 sec.J duration, or the so-called 

'’ultrashort pulses" [3], [4]. 

The current interest in ultrashort "optical" (includes infra¬ 

red) pulses stems from several factors. 

In the first place, generation of ultrashort pulses has 

offered optical pulses with tremendously high peak power. [Picosecond 

1 7 IS 2. 

pulses with peak power densities of lCr to 10 W/cnr have been 

generated*]] The high peak power pulses have stimulated considerable 

research in basic non-linear optics, and in the study of properties of 

materials in the presence of intense electric fields, comparable with 

the interatomic fields* Also, the energy of time-tailored ultra- 

short pulses can be absorbed in the outer surface of a solid pellet in 

such a way as to produce at its center a small volume of highly com¬ 

pressed, high temperature plasma, leading, possibly, to controlled 

thermonuclear fusion [s], [6], [7]* 
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The feasibility of using picosecond pulses for accurate 

distance measurements by optical radar and for pulse-code-modulation 

and multichannel communications systems is another area of current 

interest. 

Coupled with high speed photography felectron-optical-chrono- 

graphy], ultrashort pulses offer interesting possibilities for 

investigating the interaction of light with matter on a picosecond 

time scale [8], [9], [10], [ll]. 

B. Generation of Ultrashort Pulses 

The laser consists of an optical resonator, usually formed by 

two mirrors and an active material for light amplification. In order 

to produce short pulses the laser system must include an active material 

that has a broad emission linewidth. A linewidth of Av will produce 

pulses of duration typically At~Av”*C25]. [[For Nd: glass, bandwidth 

is cs/ 200-300 cm“^.] The optical resonator has a set of well-defined 

equally-spaced [[neglecting dispersion] longitudinal modes with a 

ç 
spacing of 6v ~ 2L * ^or s°l*-d-state materials such as ruby or 

Nd: glass the frequency width of laser amplification is large 

compared to the optical mode spacing. ^For Nd: glass laser with a 

Fabry-Perot Cavity 1 meter in length about 10 modes may oscillate 

s imult aneously.] 

The total optical electric field resulting from such multi- 

mode oscillation at some arbitrary point, say one of the mirrors, 

in the optical resonator may be represented by [12], [13], [14] : 

E(t> = Z E elt(w0 + n8'',t + Vt)J 
a n 
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where, wQ is some arbitrary reference frequency, 

6w is equal to 2TT6V ; 6v is the mode spacing, 

& the summation extends over all the oscillating modes. 

In typical lasers the phases 0n are functions of time and 

are randomly distributed. In such cases the output fluctuates randomly 

and thus reduces the temporal coherence of the laser. The mean dura¬ 

tion of such fluctuations is t j, ~ Av ^ 

But if the phases 0n are forced to maintain their relative 

values, the output consists of a periodic sequence of well-defined 

pulses, with a period T = 6v"^. 

_ _ i[(w + nôw)(t + l“) + 0 ] 
E(t + T)«EEe o 6w n 

n n 
w 

« _ iT(w + nôw)t + 0 ] i2n(r— + n) EEe o ne ow 
n n 

Since the reference frequency Wo can be chosen to be one 
w 
o m „ c 

of the oscillating modes, gw " 2TT6V ZTZI/ 

m 
w 

, an integer. 

[2TTi(— + n)] e 6w = 1 , making Hence, 

E(t + T) = EI 
+nS»>t +0„1 

n n 

= E(t) 

This is called phase-locking or mode-locking. 

where N = 

Letting 0n = o and En = E0 , gives for N oscillating modes, 

Av. 

(N-1)/2 1( + n6w)t 
E(t) = E -E e o 

-(N-l)/2 

iw t sin(N6wt/2) 

0 ° sin (6wt/2) 
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Then the intensity is given by - 

i- (cW -fW/» , 
sin (6wt/2) 

Thus, for an ideally mode-locked laser, the power is emitted in the 

form of a train of pulses, with a period T = 6v~^ . The width of the 

pulses is At ~ Av~* and the peak power of every pulse is equal to 

N times the average power, where N is the number of modes locked 

together. 

Mode locking can be achieved by introducing into the laser 

resonator a device for periodic modulation of either the loss or of 

the refractive index of the cavity — Active Mode Locking. 

A more popular method is passive mode locking using a non¬ 

linear, saturable, absorber--usually solutions of organic dyes. At 

low incident power, the absorber transmission is low and constant~ 

independent of the incident power. But at high power density the 

transmission begins to increase, because the ground state is partially 

depleted and upper state is filled. The absorption coefficient is 

given bys 

O' 

<*(D = 
1 + 

sat 
If light pulses with peak powers 1^, l£ and (ii-) ^ 1 are 

incident on the dye solution, then the ratio (^-) for transmitted 

pulses is greater than that for the incident pulses because of the 

non-linear absorption in the dye. Also, because of the same effect, 

the wings of the incident pulses are suppressed while the peaks are 
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enhanced* The process of selectively amplifying the peak fluctuation 

and discriminating against the weaker ones is equivalent in the 

frequency domain to locking the phases of the axial modes to a con¬ 

stant value. Thus for a dye with an appropriate lifetime an 

initially chaotic radiation is transformed into a periodic sequence 

of well defined, high intensity pulses [15], [12], [14], 

C. Research on Ultrashort Pulses 

Difficulties encountered in the interpretation of the 

experimental results indicated that picosecond pulses trains from 

passively mode-locked Nd: glass lasers showed more complicated struc¬ 

tures than is to be expected from perfectly mode-locked laser 

emission. There are a number of imperfections typical of passively 

mode-locked systems: 

(a) Partial mode locking and the ensuing fluctuating 

background between the main pulses. 

(b) Secondary pulses due to spurious reflections in the 

cavity. 

(c) Variation of pulse width and separation during the 

evolution of the pulse train. 

(d) Systematic quadratic phase variation of the mode 

phases. 

(e) Frequency modulation of the pulses with, very 

frequently, an amplitude modulated substructure. 

These and other aspects of the ultrashort pulses have been 

the subject of considerable research, both experimental and 

theoretical [16], • • • » [22]. 
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D. Intent of Thesis 

In this work an attempt has been made to study, by a linear 

correlation method, the similarity of pulses separated by up to three 

cavity lengths within the central region of the pulse train. A 

Michelson Interferometer is used for obtaining the electric field 

auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions. Their variation 

with relative delay between the pulses is studied by noting the change 

in the contrast ratio of streaked interference fringes. Information 

on the type of pulses being investigated by this method was obtained 

by simultaneously monitoring the two photon fluorescence (TPF), the 

spectrum and the intensity profile of the laser output. The main 

features of the experiment are: 

(1) a 17 meter optical delay path (55 nanoseconds) which 

enabled observation in the central region of the pulse train, and 

(2) an experimental set up that allowed the observation of — 

(a) streaked interference fringes 

(b) two-photon fluorescence 

(c) the spectrum 

and (d) the intensity profile 

simultaneously, and for every single shot of the laser. 

After a brief review of related work in this field, the 

theory of the experiment and experimental techniques are presented. 

The data obtained in photographic form is analysed using a micro¬ 

densitometer and curves are plotted for the variation of the contrast 

ratio of the fringes. The results should be helpful in obtaining a 

better understanding of the structural similarity of the pulses. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR ULTRASHORT PULSES 

A. Non-linear Methods 

1. Second Harmonic Generation - Pulse width Measurement 

light pulse is split into two pulses which are delayed and polarized 

orthogonal to one another. These pulses then overlap in a phase- 

matched non-linear crystal. The second harmonic is generated only 

when the two orthogonally polarized components overlap. Hence the 

correlation profile obtained for an isolated pulse has zero background. 

The experiment measures the intensity correlation functions 

The experiment provides information only on the pulse duration. 

and does not uniquely determine the intensity envelope. 

2. Third Harmonic Generation [26], £27]. 

The laser output is split into two identical beams and 

circularly polarized in the opposite sense. The phase-matching condi¬ 

tions require the beams to enter the dye cell from the same direction. 

Linearly polarized radiation produces third harmonic generation in an 

isotropic medium while circularly polarized radiation does not. The 

fluorescence intensity is monitored and plotted as a function of the 

relative delay. 

Ï33],' 124J 

A MicheIson Interferometer arrangement is used in which each 

<I(t) I(t + T» 
where (*) a time average. 

<I2(t)> 
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The experiment measures the third order intensity correlation 

function: 

g<
3>(t) _ <[I(t) + I(t + T)]I(t)I(t + T)> . 

<I3(t)> 

The correlation curve does not give the pulse shape but only 

the pulse width» 

3. Non-linear photoelectric effect [28], [29]. 

Two-beams are allowed to overlap on the face of a photo¬ 

electric image tube, which exhibits a three-photon response. The 

ratio of the maximum and minimum of interference fringe is an indica- 

-14 
tion of the pulse width. Claimed resolution is 10 seconds. 

4. Two-photon fluorescence [TPF] [30], [3l], [32]. 

The TPF is one of the mose widely used and investigated methods 

for studying Nd: glass laser radiation and yet one of the most difficult 

and ambiguous in interpretation. 

Three basic experimental configurations have been used: 

(a) In the simplest form, pulse overlap is achieved by 

normal reflection from a mirror surface immersed in the TPF 

dye solution. 

(b) In the triangular set-up, the laser beam is split 

into two identical beams which are made to follow similar 

paths before letting them overlap in the dye cell [Fig-(lV-2)]. 

(c) Both the above methods are single shot methods. At 

the expense of making the experiment a multishot experiment 

greater accuracy can be obtained by the "thin cell technique." 

The thin cell consists of two antireflection coated windows 
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with a 28 pfli spacer. The fluorescent liquid is hermetically 

trapped in the cell. The cell is made to scan the region 

midway between the mirrors. The fluorescence is monitored by 

a photomultiplier and the ratio of the signal to reference 

fluorescence is plotted as a function of distance. Resolution 

-*13 
of this technique is —10“ seconds [30]. 

Theory; The fluorescence density integrated over a plane 

normal to the beam as a function of distance z from the mirror 

is proportional to - 

f(z) ot <I2(t)> + 2<I(t + 2z/v)I(t)> 

where l(t) is the optical power averaged over one optical cycle 

and v the group velocity of light in the medium, and the time 

average extends over the duration of the laser emission. For 

relative measurements of f(z), the above fluorescence intensity 

can be rewritten as - 

f(T) - 1 + 2= 1 + 2G
(2)

(T). 

<I2(t)> 

The correlation profiles are fairly insensitve to the form 

of the incident signal* A peak occurs near T = 0 in the correla¬ 

tion function despite the fact that the signal does not contain 

isolated pulses. It arises physically from the overlapping of 

individual fluctuations with themselves. The width of the peak 

corresponds to the coherence time of the signal. 
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Information from TPF 

(a) An appearance of the TPF spot is not an indication 

of the existence of isolated pulses, nor does it give an idea 

of the degree of mode-locking in the laser output» 

However, the peak to valley contrast ratio is a useful 

criterion for mode -locking « 

(1) For a randomly phased laser: peak to valley 

ratio is 1.5. 

(2) Values less than 1.5 imply a ’’smoother" 

output i.e. an output, tending, in the limit where 

the contrast ratio is 1.0, to a Ftl constant amplitude 

wave. 

(3) Values higher than 1.5 imply an output that is 

more pulse like than Gaussian. 

(4) For a completely locked laser the contrast ratio 

is 3.0. 

(b) In all cases the overall length of the overlap region 

is proportional to the overall duration or the coherence time 

of the burst of light. 

(c) The shape of the TPF curve does not uniquely determine 

the shape of the laser pulses responsible for it. 

Some experiments indicate a pulsewidth at 10% of maximum 

to be 10-20 picoseconds, but any further statement of the width 

further out in the wings is not possible because of the background 

of 1.0 in the TPF 
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In summary» accurate TPF measurements can give the overall 

duration of the radiation burst and reveal something about the 

average internal structure of a pulse. However, the TPF method is 

liable to produce misleading results, unless supplemented by other 

measurement techniques used simultaneously. 

5. Higher order correlation functions from TPF [33], [34], 
[21] 

TPF measurements made with the 

(a) fundamental (w) and the harmonic (2w) give the 

(3) correlation function G ( 0»T ) 

& (b) harmonic (2w) with itself gives the correlation 

function (0,T,T). 

(21 
Since Gv (T) is symmetric by definition asymmetry does 

not appear in it and it does not contain any information regarding 

the phase or the shape of the pulse* 

Information on the pulse shape can be obtained from 

G(3) (0 , T). 

6. Three-Photon Fluorescence [3PF] [35], [36]. 

3PF experiments yield a higher contrast ratio [l0:l] for 

complete mode-locking. In addition, since the third order cross¬ 

correlation function is displayed information regarding phase- 

intensity correlation and hence the pulse shape can be obtained. 

Higher order correlation functions have been obtained by 

four photon fluorescence [36], phase snatched four photon parametric 

interaction [37], and by the combination,of the methods described 

above. However, these have been useful only in providing information 

on pulse widths or pulse shape & asymmetry. 
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B. Spectral Studies of the Laser 

(1) Spectra [38], J[l5] 

A knowledge of the intensity auto-correlation function is 

not sufficient to determine mode-locking []38]. Besides, the time- 

duration of the pulses is not sufficient to determine the nature of 

the pulses being generated. To decide whether or not the pulses 

are transform limited [[next chapter] it is necessary to supplement 

the time duration measurement by a measurement of the spectrum. 

(2) Pulse Compression £39], [[40], C4l]. 

A major source of spectral width of the mode-locked Nds glass 

laser is the frequency-sweep of the carrier (i.e. the 

quadratic term, p , in the phase of the pulse carrier) — 

0(t) = wt + \ pt2 

Using a grating pair introduces a frequency dependent 

time delay, thus compensating for a positive P and causing pulse 

compression. Pulse compression transforms the pulse into another 

pulse with amplitude B(t) , the Fresnel transform of A(t)e^^fc^ • 

[A(t) is the amplitude of the original pulse.] B(t) is sensitive to 

the original phase modulation 0. Subpicosecond components are found 

on the transformed pulses proving that the original pulses have a 

positive frequency sweep over a considerable portion of their 

duration. Intensity correlation of the compressed and the uncom¬ 

pressed pulses through TPF permits measurement of the intensity 

function while the second harmonic of the compressed and the uncom¬ 

pressed pulses gives information on the growth and periodic 

oscillations of the pulse width throughout the mode-locked train. 
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(3) Dynamic Spectroscopy [42] 

Displaying the intensity of the laser radiation simultaneously 

as a function of the frequency and time [subject to the classical 

uncertainty relation 6w6t ~ 2rr] can give knowledge of the fre¬ 

quency chirp . Dynamic spectroscopy, as it is called, permits 

reconstruction of many features of the amplitude and phase modula¬ 

tions of the original pulse* 

The spectrometer consisting of a combination of a grating, 

a stepped mirror, and a TPF set-up can give the frequency sweep rate. 

A very elegant and powerful method that gives not only the phase 

structure in a typical pulse but the pulse duration, pulse shape 

asymmetry and pulse compressibility in accordance with other measure¬ 

ment s. 

C. Electron-Optical Chronography £43], [44], £45]• 

High speed image tube cameras together with image intensifer 

tubes and high speed, low jitter trigger circuits have given time- 

resolution of the order of a picosecond. This has enabled direct- 

observation of the pulses and the accompanying satellite pulses and 

substructure. For further details one is referred to the excellent 

review article by Bradley & New £46]. 

D. Single-Picosecond Pulses 

Detailed Experimental Studies of single picosecond pulses 

selected from mode-locked pulse trains by a fast electro-optic shutter 

and then amplified in a Nd : glass rod have been made by D*von der 

Linde [47], [48], 
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E. The Linear Technique [49], [50] 

(1) Smith and Alley [50] have used the Ilichelson Inter¬ 

ferometer to obtain an estimate of the pulsewidth of ultrashort 

pulses. In their method the output of the Nds glass laser is split 

into two beams and recombined after a relative delay, T , between 

them. The energy of the recombined beam is observed by a detector. 

The range T for which fringes are observed with an energy detector 

gives a lower limit to the width of the pulses [5l]. 

(2) The linear technique with a streak camera has been used 

to study the interpulse coherence of two adjacent pulses in a pulse 

train [49], [52]. 

The pulse trains investigated were typically 500 nanoseconds 

wide with the observation region in the tail end of the pulse train. 

The experimental set-up did not include arrangements for locating the 

region of the pulse train being investigated or for monitoring the 

time and spectral structure of the pulses investigated. 

The present experiment is intended to be an extension of 

this previous work with the following points in minds 

(a) Study shorter pulse trains [100 — 150 nanoseconds wide]. 

(b) Locate the region of the pulse train being investigated. 

(c) Simultaneously monitor the TPF, the spectrum and the 
» 

intensity profile. 

(d) Study the auto-correlation and adjacent pulse cross¬ 

correlation for such pulse trains and extend the work to 

pulses separated by two and three cavity transit times. 
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CHAPTER III 

THEORY OF TI1E EXPERIMENT 

A. Specifying an optical pulse 

The scalar component of an electric field vector of a plane 

wave optical pulse at a fixed point in space may be expressed as a 

Fourier integrals 

00 

  o> 
-00 

By Fourier transform of E(t) we get - 

00 

e(w) "75^ IE(t) elwt<It   (2) 

We define the complex analytic signal U(t) associated with 

the real disturbance E(t) [53], [46] by omitting the negative frequency 

components in (1) and by including a factor of 2 to ensure that 

E(t) = Re uCb). where Re denotes "real part of". 

00 

u(t) = J*2e(w) e lwt<iw 

" J*u(w> e’iWtdw   (3) 
-00 

[There is no loss of information, since e(-w) «= e*(w) •] 

where 

u(w) = -h Jü(t) eiWtdt 
^ .00 

=» 2e(w) for w > 0 

and 0 for w < 0 
(4) 
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In the time domain, an optical pulse is described by U(t) and in the 

frequency domain by u(w). Each function may be expressed in terms 

of its modulus and argument. Hence we write: 

f \ t \ u(w) = a(w) e   (5) 

U(t) = U(t)e"^Wot   (6) 

0<t) = A(t) e1,(C)   (7) 

a(w) and 0(w) are called the spectral amplitude and spectral phase 

respectively. For optical pulses, a(w) is significant only in a 

narrow frequency band Aw which is centered around the mean frequency 

w0 . A(t) and $(t) are slowly varying functions of time. A(t) 

and ?(t) are the temporal amplitude and temporal phase» 

We define the temporal intensity and spectral intensity 

of an optical signal by - 

I(t) = U(t)U*(t) = A2(t>   (8) 

* 2 
& i(w) = u(w)u (w) = a (w)   (9) 

By Parseval’s Theorem one can write 

CO 00 

J*I(t)dt - J*i(w)dw   (10) 
-00 —00 

Thus a pulse is defined completely by a phase and an 

amplitude, subject to the classical uncertainty relation - 

AwAt/2TT £ K     (11) 

where the constant K depends on the pulse shape and is of the order 

of unity, and Aw and At are the full widths at half the maximum 

height QFWHH] of i(w) and l(t). The shortest pulse obtainable for 

a given spectral bandwidth is said to be bandwidth-limited or 
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transform-limited and is given by - 

At. = 2 TT K Aw-1   (12) 
min 

B. Linear Interference of two optical pulses 

£for spatially coherent signals] 

Let Up(t) denote the field at the observation point. ftjp(t) 

is a scalar function only; neglecting polarization properties or 

assuming linearly polarized light.] If this field is the resultant 

of two overlapping signals |[as at the output of a Michelson 

Interferometer] then - 

Up(t) = c1U1(t) + c2U2(t + T)   (13) 

cl* c2 are t*ie transmissi°n factors between the sources of the two 

signals and the observation point. 

Then, the intensity at the observation point is given by - 

I <U (t)U*(t)> 
P P P 

= IL + I2 + 2Re ( c1U1(t)c2* U2* (t + T)> 

= I1 + I2 + 2c^c* Re < UL(t) T^*(t + T) >  (14) 

Re denotes "real part of." 

If ri2< T) — ( l^(t)V(t +T ) ) is defined as the 

mutual coherence function, then 

I » Ij + I2 + 2 cf* Re [ T 12 (T)J   (15) 

The autocorrelations or the self-coherence functions are - 
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r22 (o) = <u2Ct)u2*(t)> 

and - 1^ |c2î
2r22(0) = 3^ 

1 p = h + h + 2 'rn?2 Re t V 12 CT) ] 

where 

VU(T> 

ri2(T) 
is said to 

be the normalized mutual coherence 

or the complex degree of coherence# 

10, „(T) 
Y„(T) - |vi2(T)[e 

P12 

is the expression for Y^2(T) 
terms °f its argument and 

The maxima and minima of the intensity are then given by 

Imax 
min 

I1 + I2 t 2/IJI2 Y12(T) 

We define the function, fringe visibility, V(T) as 

V(T) 

Then V(T) 

Imax - Imin 
Ima x + Imin 

Y12(T) 
. 2 [11X2] 

Xl + I2 

Letting In = I 

V(T) = y12(r) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

modulus# 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 
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& I 
P 

21 [l + V(<r)cos 0J^2CT>3 (22) 

0 <; V(T) S Î (23) 

C• Visibility, Coherence time and coherence length 

The function, fringe visibility 

vf \ _ Imax - Imin 
Imax + Imin 

defined in the previous section is thus a measure of the degree of 

coherence, j ^12 * ^etween the two pulses. A complete 

incoherence between the pulses would give V(T) = 0, whereas a 

complete similarity of the pulses would give a value V(«r) 83 1. 

The oscillations in the intensity Ip as indicated by equations 

(16) and (22) gives rise to fringes. The appearance of the fringes 

is a manifestation of temporal coherence between the two pulses. 

The time delay, Tc , over which fringes are seen is called the 

coherence time of the pulses ^and the corresponding path CTC is called 

bandwidth of the pulses. Tc is also related by a constant factor 

to the time duration At of the overlapping pulses. Using the degree 

of coherence one can define the coherence time by - 

the coherence length. Tc ~ A\T^ where Av is the frequency 

T 
2 

- (At) 
2 

(24) 
c 00 

J |Y(T)| 2dT 
00 

Thus, the FWIM [full width at half maximum] of the fringe visibility 

curve is the coherence length of the pulses. 
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D* Information from Fringe Visibility 

Determination of the spectrum from measurements of the 

visibility of interference fringes* 

The Fourier Transform of the mutual coherence function 

r12 <.T) is called the mutual power spectrum* 

00 

G12(W) “ J* ri2(T) elWT<iT for w > 0 
- 00 

= o for w < 0 . 

The Fourier transform of a self-coherence function is the 

power-spectrum of that particular radiation. 

, „ I» _ . . iwT Gii<w) " ! ruoo e 

- 0 

for w > 0 

for w < 0. 

(25) 

For normalized ^12^for Y^2(T) one can define 

a normalized spectral density - 

g12(w) " J*Y12(t) elWTdT 
«00 

for w > 0 

for w < 0. 

• IWT, 
i.e. Y12(T) r J' g12(w) e ~ " dw ' 

In order to determine one needs not only the 

modulus of Y12( T) but also the phase 0 12 (of Y 12 (T). 
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But, if the spectral profile is symmetric we obtain, by 

substituting w + w for w - 

Y12(T> 
. Aw/2 . 

-iw T (. , , N -iWT, e ° J S-i o (w + w) e dw 
-Aw/2Z ° 

But this integral is real since 

gl2(w0 +w) = gu(wD - w) ie* symmetric about w 

Taking the absolute value of the above equation - 

YU(T) - «'
tW°T|vl2(T> 

i.e. the phase 0 ^T) of y 19 is equal to -W^T. Thus the 

spectrum is determined by - 

12 

g-r(w) « J* V(T) elT^W Wo^dr 

= 2 f V(T) COS [(W - w )r]dr. 
0 O 

0 

Examples 

(1) If V(T> = 1 

00 

/ \ — r l(w ~w )T. 
S12^w^ J e o dT 

sin(w - WQ)T 
ss lim —: “— (w - w ) 
T-“ O 

=
 2TT 8(w - w ) 

o 

i.e* a monochromatic spectrum 



(2) For a rectangular spectral intensity profile 
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Sl2 <w) = 1 

= 0 

for 

for 

w - w ^ + Aw/2 
o — 

w - w s + Aw/2 
o — 

V(T) = sin(AWT/2) . 
AWT/2 

(3) For a Gaussian spectral intensity profile 

«12
(w) 

V(T) 

2 2 
-O' W 

e 

2 2 
-T /4a 

e 

Thus for a symmetric pulse, the visibility uniquely determines 

the spectral profile of the pulse. 

E. The MicheIson Interferometer 

Fig. (i) shows the optical parts of a Michelson Interferometer. 

M^ & Mg are two mirrors and B is a beamsplitter. The light coming 

from an extended source is split into two beams—one reflected to 

mirror M^ and the other transmitted to Mg. After reflections at these 

mirrors, the beams recombine to produce fringes. 

Fig. (ii) indicates how circular fringes are produced. In 

this diagram the real mirror is replaced by its image (virtual), 
» 

Mg formed by reflection in B* Then if the mirrors are exactly parallel 
i 

to each other, Mg is parallel to M^* The extended source may be 

considered to be at L, and as forming two images and Lg in M^ 

and Mg* If the mirrors are separated by d the virtual images will 

be separated by 2d* The phases of the corresponding points 

on the two virtual sources, Lj and Lg, at any instant in 
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time are exactly the same. If the eye is looking at a point, 

P, on the wavefront at an angle 9, the path difference between the 

two rays coming to the eye from the corresponding points P* & P” 

is 2d cos 0. 

The rays will reinforce each other to produce maxima for those 

angles satisfying - 

2d cos 0 = m X . 

Since, for a given m, X and d, the angle 0 is constant, 

the maxima will be in the form of circles about the foot of the 

perpendicular from the eye to the circles Cf>93* 

F. Application to this experiment 

For an ideally mode-locked laser as discussed earlier, the 

output consists of a series of identical pulses, separated by an 

equal spacing. By varying the movable arm of the Michelson Inter¬ 

ferometer through an integral number of cavity lengths interference 

can be obtained for pulses separated by the corresponding cavity 

transit times. The experiment yields not only the temporal and 

spectral similarity of the overlapping pulses but also the evolution 

of the amplitude and/or phase of the pulses over the region studied. 

This can be indicated as follows: 

As shown in [[523 if we consider two distinct pulses (1) 

E^(t) = A^(t) cos (wQt + 0^) 

E2(t) = A2(t) cos (wQt + 02) 

and (2), 
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then for any fixed T = T, 

<ELCt) Ex(t + T)> = <E1(t)E2(t + T)> 

implies A^(t +?) = A2 (t -4-T) 

On the other hand a difference F( T ) between (Ei(t)Ej(t + T)) 

& (E^C^E^Ct + T)) will give 

A^(t + T) = A2(t + T) + F( T) . 

II. Similar information can be obtained from the fringe 

visibility curves by Fourier Transform. 

Consider for simplicity that the overlapping pulses are 

Gaussian. Then the fringe visibility is also a Gaussian function of 

the relative delay T , as shown earlier. 

Let the fringe visibility for the overlap of pulse (1) with 
2 2 

itself with a fixed delay T be denoted by V^( T ) — V^e” T ^all. 

Sxl(w) = gne“ ®llw . 

If a similar experiment is now performed with (1) and (2) overlapping, 

giving a fringe visibility 

V12( ?) 

Bl2(w) 

-T
2
/^ 

vu
e H 

2 2 
-0L „W 

g12e 12 

where g^2 & a ^ are general different from g^ & a 

respectively. 

Then, the difference in the a's should give the linear chirp 

between the two pulses. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

A* The Laser 

(a) Specificationst 

The active medium of the laser was the Owens-Illinois Type 

ED2 glass rod» a Lithium Aluminium Silicate with 3% Nd. doping* The 

glass rod was approximately 20*5 cms in length and 1 cm in diameter, 

with both ends cut at Brewster angle £52°] • The rod was pumped by an 

ILC helical Xenon flashlamp. The effective length of the cavity, as 

measured by the TPF technique [[section I of this chapter] was 74*8 

cm. The output mirror was a wedged 65% reflecting mirror. The 

lasing threshold for the well-aligned, free-running cavity without a 

spatial filter was 2.8 KV pumping voltage for the flashlamp. 

The laser was made to oscillate in the TEMQO mode by intro¬ 

ducing a 3 to 5 mm spatial filter into the cavity. The laser was 

operated with a pumping voltage close to 5 KV. Fig. TlV-l.! 

(b) Alignment Procedure for the Brewster-Brewster System 

[[Ref. to fig. IV-l] 

(i) The beam from the alignment He4Ie is centered on the 

surface of the rod. 

(ii) The He^Te laser is adjusted so that the beam stays 

parallel to the table all the way. [[This is to ensure that the 

alignment beam is normal to both the mirrors.] 
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(iii) Using a white screen in front of the rod, it is made 

sure that the beam is at the centre of the projected image of 

the rod» 

(iv) The far mirror (the 100% mirror) is adjusted so that the 

reflection from this mirror coincides with the main laser beam 

on the white screen. 

(v) Using the D-657, Davidson Autocollimator, the cross-hairs 

are centred on the He«Ne beam. 

(vi) If the He-^le is turned off, one should see a red spot at 

the centre of the cross-hairs, if the above adjustments were 

made carefully. 

(vii) The output mirror is adjusted till the spot from this 

mirror coincides with the red spot from the 100% mirror, and the 

centre of the cross-hairs. 

The lasing threshold and the size of the burn pattern produced 

on exposed film are a good indication of how well the laser has been 

aligned. Apart from getting a low threshold, the alignment of the cav¬ 

ity also affects the direction of the output beam, which becomes 

fairly important for a 17 meter optical delay. 

B. The Mode-Locking Element 

(a) The dyes used for mode-locking were - 

(i) Eastman Kodak A-9860 in 1 ,2,-Dichloroethane 

and A-9740 in Chlorobenzene 

[Excited state lifetimes of A-9880 s\s 9.1 picosecs. 
A-9740 8.1 picosecs. 
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2 
saturation power density A-9860 56 MW/cm 

A-9740 r-' 40 MW/cm2 

Absorption Coefficient © 1#06 pm 25-30 for both.] 

(b) The dye cell used was the Eastman Kodak Q switch cell — 

two flat surfaces AR coated on the outside with a 1.5 mm Teflon spacer» 

giving a cell 1.5 mm thick. 

(c) The dye cell was placed at Brewster angle at about 10 cm. 

from the 100% mirror. 

Lasing threshold with the dye in the cavity depends on the 

dye concentration. Power generated, length of pulse trains, and degree 

of mode-locking depend on the dye concentration and pumping voltage. 

Typical values used for short pulse trains and high repeatability of 

mode-locking were— 18 drops of Kodak A'9860 with a pumping voltage 

of 4.8 KV. 

C. The TPF Set «Up 

A triangular configuration was used to monitor the TPF. 

Figs. [lV-2,3.] 

TPF dye: 

Rhodamine 6G in ethanol; .01 molar solution. 
[Mol. wt| of dye 479.2.] Absorption band of 
1500 cni @ 0.53 jjm for single photon absorption. 
The widths of absorption spectrum under two photon 
absorption unknown. 

Alignment of the mirrors is very critical for observing a 

good TPF spot. 

(1) The two arms need to be equal to within about 2 cm . 

to be able to observe the spot within the dye cell. 
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(2) For a good overlap the two beams need to travel 

parallel to the dye cell all along It* 

(3) Alignment and focusing of the camera on the plane 

of fluorescence is also very critical. 

Since TPF information is obtained by measuring the sharpness 

of the spot all the above adjustments are very crucial* 

Pictures were taken on Polaroid 3000 ASA film. 

D. The Spectrometer 

The spectrometer used was the — Jarrel Ash 70-000 series 

3*4 meter Ebert-Spectrograph. Figs. £lV-4,5.] 

(a) Specifications: 

1) Focal length : 

2) grating : 

3) Reciprocal Linear 
Dispersion : 

4) Slit width : 

(b) Alignment: 

The spectrometer was aligned using a He4îe laser that 

gave a CW output at 1.15ppi. 

(c) Recording of spectra 

Kodak Spectroscopic Plates, Type 1, Class-Z were used. 

(1) Sensitizing Procedure for plates: The plates 

were first bathed for 3 minutes in 0.56% NU3 solution at a 

temp, between 40 & 55 F. This was followed by 2 to 3 

minutes in an ethyl alcohol bath and, then, rapid drying 

in a stream of cool air from a blower. 

3.4 meters 

15.000 grooves/inch 

5.0 31/mm 

100 pm 
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(2) Processing of plates 

Developed in D19 developer at 68F for 4 

minutes* The plates were then fixed by the usual 

procedure. 

(d) Analysis — using a densitometer* 

E* The photodiode-oscilloscope combination: 

Photodiode: ITT vacuum photodiode: F-4000 

1) Response: SI 

2) Operating Voltage: 2.5 KV 

3) Anode risetime: 0.5 nanosec. 

4) Deviation from linearity: 10% 

Oscilloscope: Tektronix 7904 

7B92 Time Base: 500 ps/div. man. sweep rate 

7A19 Vert. Unit: 500 Mhz bandwidth® 10 mV/d iv. 
Rise time 0.7 ns. 

Pictures taken on Polaroid 3000 or 10,000 ASA film. 

F. The Spark-gap 

Faster and more efficient triggering of the image converter 

camera was achieved by using a laser-triggered spark-gap, instead of 

the Trigger Delay Generator supplied with the camera. The circuit 

diagram for the spark gap is shown in figure [lV-6]. 

The electrodes were separated by about 2 mm, and were 

charged to a voltage just below the threshold for spontaneous break¬ 

down (which was 2.75 KV). Light from the laser was sampled out by a 
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glass plate and focussed on the electrodes by a short-focal length 

lens 5 cms]. The response time of the spark gap was very 

sensitive to the exact focussing of the sampled laser beam on the 

electrodes* The other factor on which the response time of the spark 

gap seemed to show some dependence was the power output of the laser* 

The typical delays involved in the spark gap, as measured on the 

oscilloscope, were less than 30 nanoseconds* [The "sharpness” of the 

snap heard due to the air break-down in the gap was a rough measure 

of the performance of the spark gap*] The 550-600 volt output from 

the spark gap was fed directly to the plug-in unit on the camera. 

G* The 17 meter delay 

The triggering chain, that was first used in an attempt to 

trigger the camera involved a photodiode and the trigger delay 

generator provided with the camera. For short pulse trains [maximum 

duration /v» 150 nanosecs*] and an optical path about 2 meters no 

exposures could be obtained in the streaking mode of operation of the 

camera. This indicated that the minimum delay involved in the 

triggering chain was much longer than the time required for the laser 

output to get to the camera. This difficulty was not encountered in 

the similar experiment performed earlier [49] because of the much 

longer pulse trains [300 — 500 nsec*] used in that experiment. 

The other reason, determined by oscilloscope measurements of the 

delays involved in the various parts of the trigger chain was the delay 

involved in the trigger delay generator, which had apparently increased 

above its quoted value* 
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The next triggering mechanism tried was the spark-gap. 

For a well aligned spark-gap, and 150 nanosec. pulse trains and with 

a 2 meter optical path exposures were obtained on only some shots of 

the laser. This indicated that the region of observation was close 

to the tail of the pulse train. 

To shift the region of observation further up in the pulse 

train it was decided to introduce a 17 meter (55 foot) optical delay 

(since the triggering could not be made any faster). 

The beam was allowed to bounce back and forth across the width 

of the room before reaching the camera. The arrangement for intro¬ 

ducing this delay is shown in figs £lV-7,8]. Considerable amount of 

time and effort had to be spent during the earlier part of the 

experiment to repeatably achieve this delay. 

H. The Image Converter Camera 

(a) The various parts of the camera are indicated in a block 

diagram in figure ClV-9]. The camera was manufactured by TEW 

Instruments. 

Camera Tube used had an S-l response. 

In addition to the checking & rechecking of the various 

voltages in the control drawer terminal board, a proper combination 

Camera Head Model ID. 

Plug-in unit Model 7B High Speed Streak Unit 

of 

& R 11 

the Focus Control 

the DC Bias 

the Pulse Bias 
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had to be obtained for a good resolution of the image. 

The camera was operated without the front lens (objective 

lens), and with a slit about a cm. wide in front of the photocathode. 

The streak rate used was 20 nanosec. The spark gap output £ cv 600v] 

was fed directly to the streak unit and the shutter pulse was 

monitored from the streak monitor output on a Tektronix 454 oscilloscope. 

The streak direction was parallel to the direction of the fringes 

[horizontal]. [The camera head had been rotated by 90° about its 

optical axis.] 

(b) Recording 

The film used was Kodak Royal X-Pan [Max. ASA available 1200]. 

It was developed at 75F for 12 minutes in Acufine developer. [Acufine 

replenisher (1% oz.) was added to the developer for every four sheets 

of film (80 sq. ") developed.] The rest of the processing was similar 

to that of any standard film. 

(c) Calibration of film 

To be able to obtain fringe contrast ratios from trans¬ 

mittance measurement the characteristic or the Hurter-Driffield 

curve for the film had to be obtained for identical conditions of 

operation and processing. 

3-density steps from the Kodak Photographic Step Tablet 

film #2 were used for 5 different aperture settings on the camera 

relay lens. The screened rectangular region of the density step 

tablet was illuminated with a stroboscopic lamp operated in external 

pulse mode. The strob. pulse triggered a chain which triggered the 

camera. The delay in the chain was adjusted to open the camera 
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shutter during the maximum amplitude of the intensity profile of 

the strob. output. The arrangement used is shown in fig. [iV-lO]. 

Equal number of exposures were given for each aperture setting on the 

camera relay lens. The film was processed as described in (b). The 

theory of calibration is given below. 

I. __ ** Intensity transmitted by film, cratis 

(2) Diffuse or Optical Density. D, defined by 

trans 
by definition. 

10° 
IQ =» intensity incident 

on film. 
I 
trans 

Tn x time IQ x time 
Exposure = 10 D 

D " log10 ^ Ê * 
K = IQ x time 

E =» Exposure 

D " lo§i0 K “ log10 E* 

If E a 1 is arbitrarily assigned for D *=* 0.05 

.05 — log^Q K 

for D « 0.20, E => 0.71 

for D « 0.34, & E 0.51 
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By increasing the aperture by a factor 2, the value of the exposure, 

E, is also increased by a factor 2. Corresponding optical density 

values are obtained from the transmittance of the film, and the 

Density-Exposure Curve is plotted* Fig* [[iV-ll] 

Corrections for density of film 

Each densitometer reading is taken by "zeroing" the densi¬ 

tometer on the region surrounding the film, thus compensating for the 

optical density of the film* 

To find the error in Fringe Visibility 

The uncertainties in the experiment are lumped as occurring 

in measuring the optical density and hence in determining the exposure 

value* The error is assigned a magnitude of .02 Qt 2%] at optical 

density of zero and curves of similar shape were drawn above and below 

the original curve. The exposure values from these curves give the 

error bars* 

(d) Analysis of streaked fringes — using a microdensitometer. 

I. ..... The Mlchelson Interferometer 

Refer to fig. [lV-12, 14] 

I* (a) Initial Adjustment of the interferometer 

(1) The He^le laser (2) is adjusted so that the 

beam goes parallel to the rail all along the table. 

(2) The beam splitter is adjusted to reflect the 

beam through exactly 90° and parallel to the table. 

(3) Next, the mirrors are aligned to be exactly 

normal to the incident He4ie (2) beam. 
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(4) Thus it was assured that with the two arms 

roughly equal, the beams overlap fairly well* 

(5) The final adjustment of the mirror tilts 

can be made by using a beam expander in the path of 

the He4Ie beam and adjusting one of the mirrors or the 

beam splitter till fringes are obtained at the inter¬ 

ferometer output. 

(b) The bypass Mi-M?, to bypass the 17-meter delay* 

Mirrors Mj-t^ are adjusted to get the He-Ne (1) 

beam to follow the same path as the He «Ne (2) beam along the 

interferometer rail. 

II* Accurate Adjustment of the Arm-length 

Since the interference patterns are to be observed for 

«•12 *»13 
pulses with duration 10” to 10" sec. the arms of the 

interferometer have to be equal to within a fraction of a mm. 

This was achieved by using the following technique — 

Fig. [IV-13]. 

(1) The interferometer was aligned as described in 

step I. 

(2) The optical bypass M^ - M2 was used, without the 

beam expander. 

(3) A dye cell with 100% reflecting mirror <§ 1.06 

fixed in it on one end, was filled with Rhodamine dye 

solution and placed at the interferometer output. 

A bright spot at a distance d from the front 

surface of the mirror indicates that the pulses are 2d 
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apart* One of the arms of the interferometer is varied 

till the spot moves right up to the mirror* When the 

spot is right at the mirror, the two arms are exactly 

equal. 

Ill• Final adjustment of the Interferometer 

Once the adjustments in I & II are made, the beam expander 

is put back into'the path and the mirror tilt of one of the 

mirrors is finely adjusted till interference patterns with 1.06 pm 

beam are seen on the I-R fluorescent-card or through the image 

converter camera* 

IV. An estimate of the coherence length of the pulse train can 

be obtained by varying the movable mirror through about 1 mm. 

on either side of the position found in II — the interference 

pattern on the 1-R fluorescent card can be seen to smear out* 

V. The interferometer was aligned for the movable mirror 

separated from the zero-delay position by 1 cavity length, 

by the technique used in step II* The adjacent cross¬ 

correlation TPF spots are shown in fig* flV-12]. [[The 

densitometer traces of these spots were found to be more 

uniform than the corresponding traces for auto-correlation.3 

Difference in the readings for II & V gives the cavity length. 

VI. The cavity length obtained in V was used to study cross¬ 

correlation of pulses separated by 2 and 3 cavity lengths with¬ 

out having to go through step II. 

VII. For obtaining the final data, and for looking at streaked 

patterns with the camera, the optical bypass was removed and 
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the 17 meter delay was used for the optical path. 

By adjusting the mirrors at the input of the inter¬ 

ferometer and with the help of diaphragms it was ascertained 

that the beam followed the same path along the rail, as the 

beam with the bypass. 

The Beam-Expander could not be used with the 17-meter 

delay because of the low intensity of the beam after travelling 

17 meters. However the beam diameter was large enough [V* 2 cm.] 

to see zero delay, integrated interference patterns on I-R 

fluorescent card. 

J. The Experiment 

For Graphs I & II in the next chapter the data was taken 

without the TPF and spectrum of the pulses. 

But for the rest of the results, the TPF and the spectrum 

and the intensity profiles were simultaneously monitored. The experi¬ 

mental set-up is indicated in figs. [lV-15,16]. 

For each setting of the interferometer [either zero, one, two 

or three cavity delays] the experiment consisted in varying the 

position of the movable mirror by a fixed fraction of a millimeter and 

obtaining the streaked fringe pattern for each such position. The 

region scanned was about + 0.8 urn [ +2.6 picoseconds] about an 

approximate, predetermined maximum. For each such position of the 

mirror, 3 exposures were taken and for each exposure the TPF, the 

spectrum and the intensity profile were recorded. Total number of 

points scanned for each setting was about eight to twelve. 
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The data thus obtained for each setting was processed and 

analysed as discussed earlier* 

The region of observation in the pulse train was determined 

by recording the streaked pictures for reduced path-length till no 

streak image was seen or was barely seen in the camera. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

Fringe Visibility curves are presented for auto-correlation 

of pulses and for cross-correlation of pulses involving pulses 

separated by one, two and three cavity transit times* 

For graphs I & II only the intensity profiles were monitored. 

For each of the other sets, the data was obtained and analysed 

in four different forms as indicated in detail in the figures 

V-l,..*5 in the following pages. 

(a) The Intensity Profile - as displayed on the fast- 

oscilloscope by the photodiode-oscillescope combination. The durations 

of the typical mode-locked pulse trains were ^ 100 to 150 nanoseconds. 

Pictures are presented to show the typical energy variation of the 

envelope of the pulse train - Figures V-l, 6. Though the pictures give 

a rough idea of the presence or absence of background noise between 

the pulses, they are not a conclusive indication of the degree of mode- 

3 
locking—because the time resolution limit of this combination is^lO 

times the width of the individual pulses. 

(b) The Spectrum: The spectral plates were analysed using 

a microdensitometer or visually under a low power microscope. The 

typical widths were between 1Q& & 25X «• 20 cm Fig. £v-2] 

(c) TPF: The TPF was simultaneously monitored. The TPF 

widths were measured under a microscope. The negatives of some of the 
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TPF spots were made and studied with the microdensitometer» Typical 

widths of the pulses were between 2 & 5 picoseconds. Fig [V-3.3 

(b) & (c) gave the time-bandwidth product to be ^ 1*5. 

(d) Streaked Fringes: Fringes Contrast Ratios were com¬ 

puted from the microdensitometer traces and the H-D calibration curve 

for the film* These were plotted as a function of the relative 

displacement between the pulses» giving the graphs 1» • » ., 7j 

Fig. V-4. 

An analysis of the data allows one to make the following 

remarksî 

(1) First of all, the oscilloscope pictures indicate that 

the pulse-trains are indeed 100 - 150 nanoseconds wide throughout the 

experiment• 

(2) Though the oscilloscope pictures do not give conclusive 

indication of mode-locking, they certainly aid in selecting the 

streaked fringe pattern for densitmetric analysis, from the set of 

three exposures for each position of the mirror. 

(3) Further information about the degree of mode-locking and 

hence the reliability of the fringe contrast ratio as an effective 

measure of pulse to pulse correlation is given by the time-bandwidth 

product for the corresponding laser shot. 

(4) The deviation of the time-bandwidth product from the mean 

value is a measure of the deviation from ideal mode-locking of the pulses 

investigated. 
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° 1 
(5) The spectral width, AX - 25 A [Av ~ 20 ctn ]s 

corresponds to At ^ 1.5 picoseconds. This agrees with the TPF 

widths of 2.0 to 4.0 picoseconds & the coherence length £FWHM of 

the auto-correlation curve] esy 1.4 picoseconds. 

(6) Though the shape of the cross-correlation curves is 

similar to that of the auto-correlation there is a slight decrease in 

the maximum fringe visibility—unlike the results obtained in £49]. 

This could be attributed to the difference in the type of pulse trains 

studied. 

(7) The low absolute values of fringe visibility in this 

experiment compared to those in £49] could possibly be explained as due 

to spatial incoherence. In the previous experiment £49] only a small 

portion of the beam was selected and expanded 10 times in diameter, 

allowing a better overlap thus reducing spatial incoherence. 

(8) The variation of the max. fringe visibility between 1, 

2 and 3 cavity length delay correlation seems to have no systematic 

pattern. 

However, there is a definite decrease in the region of 

coherence £FWHM of the curves], indicating a decrease in the degree 

of correlation with increasing pulse separation as shown in graph 8. 

(9) The longer and flatter wings for the cross-correlation 

curves seems to arise from the overlap of closely spaced satellite 

pulses. 

(10) The Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function 

should give the spectral density function of the pulse. 
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(11) As pointed out in chapter III, a computer analysis of 

the Fourier transforms of the experimentally obtained curves should 

provide information on the spectral amplitude and/or phase variation 

across consecutive pulses. 

(12) The absence of time-integrated fringes for all but 

the auto-correlation position indicates that the coherence does not 

extend over the entire pulse train—possibly due to the variation of 

cavity length or pulse widths across the pulse train. 

(13) The cross-correlation TPF obtained for adjacent pulse 

cross-correlation appears to be distinctly broader and more uniform 

(although less frequent) than the auto-correlation TPF. This seems 

to agree with the observation of Bradley & New [46]• 

(14) The region of observation in the pulse train has been 

determined to an accuracy allowed by the triggering mechanism 

[[possibly *t 20 nanosecs.[] and has been located to lie near the 

central region of the pulse train. Figs. [V-9,10] 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The radiation emitted by dye mode-locked Nd: glass laser 

has been investigated using a number of different techniques. 

Particular emphasis has been placed on the study of the time evolution 

of the pulses in the peak amplitude region of the pulse train. 

It has been observed that reproducible regular pulse trains 

are obtained only under carefully controlled conditions as has been 

observed earlier by [12], [30], [47]. For pumping <■*/ 20% above the 

cavity threshold with a cone, saturable absorber, the repeatability 

is close to 70% for firings in quick succession. 

For higher pimping voltages £38-40% above threshold with 

concentrated dye] the power density rose to a value sufficiently high 

to damage the output mirror and to cause minute bubbles near the out¬ 

put end of the 20 cm. glass rod of the active medium. This indicated 

the onset of self-focussing at a pumping voltage ''-'40% above 

threshold, and power density around 1 GW lev? as indicated in [12], 

[58]. 

By operating below such power densities until reproducible 

pulse trains are seen [ 20% above threshold] pulse trains of 

duration /v 150 nsec are obtained. This confirms the remarks in [30] 

that the gain limiting action of the non-linear refractive index nj 

limits trains to 100-200 nsec, and power densities to r* 500 MW/cm 

[12]. 
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The spectra of the mode locked laser reveal a distinct 

asymmetry of the spectral content about the line center» with a 

tendency to widen toward the long wavelength region, though this effect 

is not expected to be pronounced with Kodak A9860 dye [15]. The 

typical spectral widths obtained for the entire pulse train are of ** 

25 cm"*^. TPF measurements indicate pulse widths rv 2 psecs. 

The long and flat wings of the cross-correlation curves seem 

to indicate the existence of closely spaced satellite pulses which 

are not resolved by the oscilloscope. This is in agreement with the 

TPF studies of [30] and picosecond-resolution photography [46]. 

The results obtained from fringe contrast ratio measurements 

indicate that the correlation of the pulses decreases with an increas¬ 

ing separation between them. For the case of adjacent pulses the 

same conclusion is suggested by the cross-correlation TPF profiles. 

The structure of cross-correlation TPF looks similar to that obtained 

by [46]. Since observations were made close to the peak amplitude 

region of the pulse train, the low correlation of the pulses seems to be 

an evidence of self phase modulation and dispersion which has been 

observed by different techniques by [47], [30]. This was not observed 

for adjacent pulses in the tail region of long, low power, pulse-trains 

in the experiments of [49]. 

The difference between the coherence length obtained from 

auto-correlation measurement and the pulse width obtained from TPF is 

a good measure of the linear chirp [quadratic phase term] the existence 

of which is indicated by the pulse compression studies of Treacy [39]. 
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As pointed out earlier» a computer analysis of the 

experimentally obtained curves should provide information on the 

spectral amplitude and/or phase variations across consecutive 

pulses in the pulse train* 

In summary» it has been shown that Nd: glass laser radiation 

can be effectively studied with the linear interfence technique* 

In particular» information regarding pulse to pulse correlation in 

the desired region of the pulse train can be obtained. In this work» 

in addition to getting information in accordance with other measure¬ 

ments, results have been obtained to indicate structural dissimilarity 

of pulses separated by up to three cavity transit times in the peak 

amplitude region of short pulse trains* 
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